
General comments
Please do not copy...Making this file was a lot of work! Starting with finding and buying an original - and they are hard to find! Scanning was done at 600 DPI. Lower resolutions scan a lot faster, and result in much smaller files - but that lower resolution shows in poor quality printing, especially when it comes to the figures.These scans were then cleaned manually, to get the best result I could. And that took time. Lots of time...Then, using PDF files, it would be a pity not to take advantage of the extra possibilities PDF offers, so the contents pages were turned into text with OCR and added as bookmarks, making it possible to jump right to the wanted page. A lot of work, but the result is a file one can navigate with ease. Also, thumbnails were added for extra convienience in navigating on the screen.Therefore I feel justified to not give this file into the public domain. Please do not distribute this file or parts of it in electronic or printed form. Please refer anyone looking for further copies to me. Of course I cannot take any action if you decide to sell or give away this material - but all files have been marked, so I can trace where a copy comes from. If I find one, I will not trade with you again.Versions and namesThe files are named after the manual they represent including the publishing month and year. For instance:12 TH 11 1130 1187 org.pdfrepresents 1/2 TH 11-1130, published in November 1987 and was scanned from an original.If the manual is divided in subdivisions - like the German TDv's sometimes are - this will be added on to the name. For instance:TDv 5820 107 50 Band I 1075 org.pdfIs Band I of TDv 5820/107-50, published in October 1975, scanned from an original.NavigatingYou can navigate this PDF document in two easy ways.Firstly, the bookmarks contain the table of contents. Just open or close the chapters and click on the subject to jump immediately to the right page.Secondly, the thumbnails give you little miniatures of all pages, so you can locate the one you need if you know what to look for.PrintingAll pages are included, including blanks. Even when working from a incomplete copy I've tried to reconstruct the pages properly. So in principle you can print it out without any further to do, if possible on a double sided printer. Choose "Print as image", as this will be faster and gives the best results. Do not choose "Fit to page", unless you need to print to paper stock in sizes different from the original. All scans from paper originals are in their original sizes.However, some scans were done from microfiche - and these might be better printed as "fit to page".Some manuals will contain oversized pages for schematics. These have been included in their proper position for easy viewing, but this does make printing a little more complex.First, select the pages you want to print on the paper size in your printer within the thumbnails view and print these. Then load the printer with another size paper, select the pages you need to print on that paper and print.If your printer does not support larger sizes, then use "Fit to page" to print these oversized pages on the largest size your printer can handle.In principle all my files are black and white only. However, there are some exceptions, f.i. when photography needed greyscales or color illustrations were used. In those cases you will find the enhanced pages in greyscales or color at the end of the document. Do not select these pages unless you want to print them!I have taken the liberty to set the security options so this file cannot be altered and annotations like this one cannot be changed.

This manual...
Taschenkarte Fernmeldedienst aller Truppen Nr. 5BedienungHandsprechfunkgeraet SEM 52August 1974Nachdruck: April 1996W302Original was printed on green tyvek.Size: each "page" measures 14 by 10,5 centimeters, the whole card therefore measures 14 by 31,5 centimeters.Original pages:1..6If you have access to a large format printer, use the two last pages in this file to print the assembled card.













Full scale printable
These pages contain the same information as pages 1 to 6 - but assembled as in the original card. Use these to print an exact reproduction.




